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though the proposed method is sound, it is not a complete method, i.e.,
there are pairs of equivalent circuits for which it cannot prove equiv-
alence. The method can be used as an effective preprocessing step for
a general method such as [10]. It is interesting to note that for some
synthesis steps, the method is complete. This is, e.g., the case for cir-
cuits optimized with combinational synthesis techniques, and also for
retimed circuits.

The proposed method assumes that an initial state is designated for
both circuits. This initial state is used in two ways: It acts as a reference
point to allow the detection of antivalent signals, and it is used to calcu-
late the initial partitionT0 of the setF . The approach of [4] shows that
the assumption of a designated initial state can be weakened. It should
be possible to extend their work such that it also applies to the method
presented in this paper.
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Simultaneous Routing and Buffer Insertion with
Restrictions on Buffer Locations

Hai Zhou, D. F. Wong, I-Min Liu, and Adnan Aziz

Abstract—During the routing of global interconnects, macro blocks form
useful routing regions which allow wires to go through but forbid buffers to
be inserted. They give restrictions on buffer locations. In this paper, we take
these buffer location restrictions into consideration and solve the simulta-
neous maze routing and buffer insertion problem. Given a block placement
defining buffer location restrictions and a pair of pins (a source and a sink),
we give a polynomial time exact algorithm to find a buffered route from the
source to the sink with minimum Elmore delay.

Index Terms—Buffers, integrated circuit interconnections, layout,
routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the evolution of very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit fab-
rication technology, interconnect delay, especially global interconnect
delay, has become the dominant factor in deep submicrometer design.
Many techniques are employed to reduce interconnect delay; among
them, buffer insertion has been shown to be an effective approach [1].

During routing process, especially that for global nets, there are
macro blocks placed within the area. These blocks form useful routing
regions because wires are allowed to run over them. But since buffers
are implemented by transistors, a buffer “over” a macro block must be
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Fig. 1. Models of a wire and a buffer.

actually put into that block. However, it is impossible to insert a buffer
into a macro block if it is an IP (Intellectual Property) where internal
structure can not be changed, or it is a block such as memory which
requires regular layout. Even in the case when that is theoretically
possible, since a redesign of the influenced block is needed, it is
usually not allowed due to the design flow. Therefore, macro blocks
present themselves as routing resources for wires but obstacles for
buffers.

Currently, these buffer location restrictions are taken care of only
after routing stages. Work in post-layout buffer insertion [2]–[4] can
be easily modified to avoid buffer insertion over macro blocks. But
without considering macro blocks, a router may produce a route which
runs so long over a block that later buffer insertion can not effectively
reduce the delay. In maze routing, current approaches first find a
shortest path and then insert buffers on it. If there is no macro block,
it can be proved that this two-stage “routing and buffer insertion”
approach gives an optimal solution. However, with macro blocks, a
shortest path no longer guarantees minimum delay. Therefore, buffer
location restrictions make it necessary to combine buffer insertion and
routing. Although [5]–[7] did combine buffer insertion and routing
tree construction, since they ignored macro blocks, they always used a
shortest path to connect two points.

In this paper, we take the buffer location restrictions into consid-
eration and solve the simultaneous maze routing and buffer insertion
problem with these restrictions. Given two pins (a source and a sink)
and a macro block placement which defines buffer location restric-
tions, we give a polynomial time exact algorithm to find a buffered
route from source to sink such that the delay is minimized. Since the
algorithm works on general graphs, we can extend it to global routing
which also considers congestion minimization. Furthermore, it can also
be extended to consider layer assignment in multilayer designs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we de-
scribe the delay model and problem formulation. In Section III, we give
an algorithm to find a buffered path with minimum delay. In Section IV,
we discuss how that algorithm can be used in global routing. Section V
combines layer assignment with the buffered path construction. Exper-
imental results and conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. DELAY MODEL FORMULATION

As in most previous work, we use the resistance-capacitance (RC)
models shown in Fig. 1 for wires and buffers, and adopt the Elmore
delay model [8] for their delays.

For a wiree, let le; ce; andredenote its length, capacitance, and
resistance, respectively. Usingc0 andr0 to represent the unit length
capacitance and resistance, we can writece = c0le andre = r0le.

In traditional maze routing, we are given a routing area where there
are regions occupied by other nets and need to find a path of minimum
length to connect two pins. As fabrication gets into the deep submi-
crometer era, buffering becomes an inseparable part of wiring. Macro
blocks introduce a new type of regions which does not exist in tra-
ditional maze routing: these regions are transparent to wires but not
feasible for buffer insertion. Given such a routing area and the pin po-
sitions of a net, our objective is to find a buffered route with minimum
delay.

We illustrate the importance of the problem by an example in Fig. 2,
where dark boxes are used to represent the occupied regions where

wiring is not allowed, and gray boxes to represent macro blocks where
buffering is not allowed. Fig. 2(a) gives the routing area where each unit
has a length of 0.2 mm. We also set driver resistance atA and load ca-
pacitance atB to be140 
 and 2 fF, and unit length capacitance and re-
sistance to be 0.21 fF/�m and0:29 
=�m, respectively. Furthermore,
we assume there is only one type of buffer withcb = 2 fF; rb = 140 
,
anddb = 40 ps.

Traditional approach ignores macro blocks during routing. Thus, it
finds a shortest path first and then inserts buffers outside macro blocks.
An optimal solution by this approach is shown in Fig. 2(b) and its
delay is 621.81 ps. As we can see, this shortest path has a very long
part running over a macro block. Since the long over-block path can
not be buffered and its delay is quadratic to the length, it produces
a large delay. Taking this concern into consideration, the second ap-
proach treats macro blocks as obstacles and avoids wiring over them.
It is also composed of two stages: find a shortest path without running
over macro blocks, then insert buffers to minimize delay. An optimal
solution by this approach is given in Fig. 2(c) and its delay is 680.62
ps. The drawback of this approach is the waste of routing resources.
Furthermore, although buffers can now be inserted anywhere, a route
may be too long to have short delay. On the contrary, wiring over macro
blocks while wisely considering buffer insertion can give us a solution
shown in Fig. 2(d). Its delay is 521.73 ps.

In maze routing, the entire routing area is represented as a grid graph.
Each edge in the graph represents part of a routing track that can ac-
commodate exactly one wire segment. Edges occupied by other nets
and wiring obstacles are deleted from the graph. Given such a graph
G = (V; E), for each edge(u; v) 2 E, we usel(u; v); c(u; v);
andr(u; v) to represent its length, capacitance, and resistance, respec-
tively, and assume thatc(u; v) = c0l(u; v) andr(u; v) = r0l(u; v).
On each nodev 2 V , there is a labelp(v) 2 f0; 1g indicating whether
buffer insertion is allowed on that node. The problem we need to solve
can be defined as follows.

Problem 1 (Buffered Maze Routing):Given a routing graphG =

(V; E), a buffer libraryB, and two nodess; t 2 V with driver resis-
tanceR and load capacitanceC, find a buffered path froms to t, that is,
a sequence(s = v1; v2; . . . ; vk = t) and a labelingb(vi) 2 B [ f0g

for 1 � i � k, such that the Elmore delay is minimized and the buffer
insertion is feasible, that is,b(vi) 2 B ) p(vi) = 1, for 1 � i � k.

III. FAST PATH ALGORITHM

In this section, we will give an exact algorithm to solve the buffered
maze routing problem. It extends Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [9]
to do a general labeling based on the Elmore delays. Since it finds a
path with minimum delay instead of minimum length, we call it “fast
path algorithm.”

A key property required by Dijkstra’s algorithm is that any subpath
of a shortest path is also a shortest one. If we substitute path length
by Elmore delay, the property no longer holds, because a path with
minimum delay may have a subpath near the sink with a longer delay
but a much smaller capacitance. Therefore, during the labeling process,
besides delays, our algorithm needs also to remember capacitances if
it starts from the sink or resistances if it starts from the source.

To simplify the presentation, we consider only starting from the
sink. Each node is labeled with a set of capacitance-delay pairs, each
represents a partial solution with that capacitance and delay. A ca-
pacitance-delay pair(c1; d1) is said to beinferior to another pair
(c2; d2) if c1 � c2 andd1 � d2, since(c1; d1) in any solution can
be substituted by(c2; d2) without increasing delay. A set of capaci-
tance-delay pairs is said to benonredundantif no one pair is inferior
to any other. The pseudocode of the fast path algorithm is given in
Fig. 3. Here, we use a quadruple(c; d; b; v) to represent each partial
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Fig. 2. (a) Routing area. (b) Shortest path+ buffer insertion, delay= 621:81 ps. (c) Avoiding blocks+ buffer insertion, delay= 680:62 ps. (d) Buffered maze
routing, delay= 521:73 ps.

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the fast path algorithm.

solution. Besides the capacitancec and delayd, we also record the
nodev and the buffer insertion on it. The algorithm uses a priority
queue [10]Q to sort the partial solutions and it is initialized with the
first partial solution on sinkt with capacitanceC, delay 0, and no
buffer. Each time, a partial solution with minimum delay is extracted
from Q. If the solution includes the driver resistance, it is a complete
solution with minimum delay and will be returned. Otherwise, it is
used to update partial solutions of its neighbor nodes if it is not the
source node. If the current node allows buffer but there is no buffer
in the solution, partial solutions of the current node will be updated
by inserting buffers from the library. When updating partial solutions
for a node, we need to check the redundancy and drop the inferior
ones and delete them fromQ.

The following theorem shows the correctness and running time of
the fast path algorithm.

Theorem 1: The fast path algorithm computes a buffered path of
minimum delay inO(jBkV j(jEj+ jBkV j) log jBkV j) time.

Proof: We expand the graphG = (V; E) to a new graphG0 =

(V 0; E0) such that

V
0 = f(v; c)jv 2 V andc is any capacitance seen fromvg

E
0 = f((u; c1); (v; c2))j(u; v) 2 E; c2 = c1 + c0l(u; v)

or 9b 2 B s.t.c2 = cbg:

For each((u; c1); (v; c2)) 2 E0, we give a weight

w(((u; c1); (v; c2))) =

r(u; v)(1
2
c(u; v) + c1)

+rb(c(u; v) + c1) + db; if c2 = cb

r(u; v)(1
2
c(u; v) + c1); otherwise.

From the construction, it is easy to see that each buffered path inG

corresponds to a path inG0 and the Elmore delay of the buffered path
is equal to the sum of weights on its corresponding path. Therefore,
a shortest path inG0 gives a buffered path inG with minimum delay.
Since all the weights inG0 are nonnegative, Dijkstra’s algorithm finds
a shortest path.

The fast path algorithm can be viewed as dynamically constructing
G0 in Dijkstra’s algorithm. But it does not build all(v; c)’s for each
nodev. Node(v; c1) with delayd1 is pruned if there is another node
(v; c2)with delayd2 such thatc1 � c2 andd1 � d2. Since the subpath
from (v; c1) to t in any path can be substituted by another subpath
from (v; c2) to t without increasing the delay, the fast path algorithm
correctly computes a buffered path with minimum delay.

To bound the running time of the algorithm, we show that, for each
v 2 V , the number of(v; c)’s not pruned is upper bounded byjBkV j.
Consider all the paths fromv to the sinkt. If the first buffer is onv,
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the number of different capacitances seen fromv is at mostjBj. If
the first buffer is on another nodeu, the number of different capaci-
tances seen fromv can become exponential since there can be expo-
nential number of paths fromu to v. But the number of capacitances
not pruned is also bounded byjBj. This is because, without buffers on
it, a path fromu to v with minimum capacitance also has the minimum
delay, thus makes all other paths pruned. Therefore, we can boundjV 0j

by jBkV j2. In the fast path algorithm, the number ofEXTRACT-MIN
operations on the priority queue is upper bounded byjV 0j. But the dom-
inant parts are the edge connection and the buffer insertion (the twofor
loops in the pseudocode). The number of edge connecting operations is
upper bounded byO(jBkV kEj). Since the number of partial solutions
kept at any time is upper bounded byjBkV j2, each of theDELETE
andDECREASE-KEYoperation inQ takesO( log jBkV j). Therefore,
the amortized time for each edge connection (including pruning) can
be bounded byO(log jBkV j). Thus, the total time for edge connec-
tions isO(jBkV kEj log jBkV j). On the other hand, the number of
buffer insertion operations is upper bounded byjBj2jV j2, and the time
for each operation can also be bounded byO(log jBkV j). Therefore,
the total running time of the fast path algorithm isO(jBkV j(jEj +

jBkV j) log jBkV j):

Since the running time is in terms of only actual input size (no capac-
itance or resistance sizes), the fast path algorithm is truly a polynomial
time algorithm. Furthermore, the theorem only gives an upper bound.
In reality, since many partial solutions will have the same capacitances
and thus be pruned, the running time is much less. This is confirmed
by the experimental results.

Note that in the fast path algorithm, it is restricted that at most one
buffer can be inserted on a given node. Therefore, cascaded buffers on
one node is not allowed. But the algorithm can be generalized to include
cascaded buffers as follows. First, we can show that cascaded buffers
in a minimum delay path will be monotonically connected.

Lemma 1: If two buffers b1 andb2 are inserted on one node in a
minimum delay path andb1 drivesb2, then we must havecb < cb
andrb > rb .

Proof: If cb � cb , we can simply deleteb1. LetR represent the
driver resistant seen byb1, the original delayRcb + db + rb cb is
greater thanRcb which is the later delay. This is a contradiction. On
the other hand, ifcb < cb but rb � rb , we can deleteb2. Let C
represent the load capacitance see byb2, the original delayrb cb +

db + rb C is greater thanrb C which is the later delay. Another
contradiction.

To allow cascaded buffers, there is no need to testb = 0 before
the buffer insertion loop in the fast path algorithm. Based on the above
property, there is also no need to consider all types of buffers if there are
already buffers on the node. Instead, we only need to consider buffer
types satisfying Lemma 1 thanks to the pruning, the maximum number
of partial solutions on each node is stilljBkV j. Cascading buffers only
increases the number of buffer insertion operations on each node from
jBj2jV j to jBj2(jV j+1). Therefore, it has the same asymptotic worst
case running time as the original algorithm.

IV. A PPLICATION TO GLOBAL ROUTING

As shown by Theorem 1, the running time of the fast path algorithm
does not depend on edge lengths or capacitance ranges. Therefore, be-
sides maze routing, it can also be used on global routing, where edge
lengths in the routing graph may be different.

However, since we only consider buffer insertions on vertices, edges
of long lengths introduce limitations on the solutions. One way to deal
with this is to first compute the minimum wire length between consec-
utive buffers and then use that length to direct the construction of the

Fig. 4. Pseudocode of the congestion minimization algorithm.

routing graph. Another way is to segment every long edge into a se-
quence of short segments [11].

In global routing, after a net is routed, the used edges are not deleted.
Instead, the capacities of them are decreased and nets routed later are
discouraged to use edges with smaller capacities. That is, for each
(u; v) 2 E in G = (V; E), another labelg(u; v) 2 R is given to
represent congestion cost. Given a delay constraint for a net, we want
to find a buffered path with minimum congestion cost such that the
delay constraint is satisfied. Formally, this can be defined as the fol-
lowing problem.

Problem 2 (Minimizing Congestion Under Delay Con-
straint): Given a routing graphG = (V; E), a buffer library
B, two nodess; t 2 V with driver resistanceR and load capacitance
C, and a constantD, find a buffered path inG, that is, a sequence
(s = v1; v2; . . . ; vk = t) and a labelingb(vi) 2 B [ f0g, such
that the congestion cost k�1

i=1
g(vi; vi+1) is minimized, the Elmore

delay is bounded byD, and the buffer insertion is feasible, that is,
b(vi) 2 B ) p(vi) = 1, for 1 � i � k.

Similar to the problem of minimizing congestion under length con-
straint,1 the above problem is intractable, as stated by the following
theorem.

Theorem 2: The problem of minimizing congestion under delay
constraint is NP-hard.

Proof Sketch: Given a graphG = (V; E) with length l(e)
and congestion costg(e) for eache 2 E and a length boundL as
a problem of minimizing congestion under length constraint, we can
define a problem of minimizing congestion under delay constraint by
restricting no buffer inserted anywhere, both driver resistance and load
capacitance being zero and the unit length capacitance and resistance
being one. Solving the problem with delay boundL2=2 is then equal
to solving the original problem.

However, the fast path algorithm can still be extended to solve the
problem. Here, we need to extend a partial solution to include a con-
gestion parameterg. A solution(c1; d1; g1) is inferior to (c2; d2; g2)
if and only if c1 � c2; d1 � d2, andg1 � g2. The priority queue uses
g as its key. The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Fig. 4 where
each partial solution is represented as (capacitance, delay, buffer, node,
congestion). In practice, we can choose a minimum length such that,

1The problem of minimizing congestion under length constraint is the same
as the SHORTEST WEIGHT-CONSTRAINED PATH problem given in Garey
and Johnson [12], thus is NP-hard.
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with sufficient precision, all edge lengths can be represented as integral
multiples of the minimum length. Similarly, congestion can also be ap-
proximated by integers. We useL to represent the summation of edge
lengths in units of the minimum length, andK to represent the same
thing for congestion. The running time of the congestion minimization
algorithm can be bounded as follows.

Theorem 3: The running time of the congestion minimization algo-
rithm is bounded byO(KLjBj(jEj+ jBkV j) log KLjBkV j).

Proof: Similarly as the fast path algorithm, the algorithm expand
a nodev 2 V to a set of nodes(v; c; g). The number of nodes not
pruned is upper bounded by the number of noninferior triples(c; d; g).
For any capacitance-congestion pair(c; g), there can be only one delay
valued. Since capacitance is upper bounded byLjBj and congestion is
bounded byK, the number of nodes derived from a nodev 2 V is then
bounded byKLjBj. By a similar analysis as that on the fast path algo-
rithm, the running time isO(KLjBj(jEj+ jBkV j) log KLjBkV j):

V. MULTILAYER CONSIDERATION

In practice, routings are usually done on multiple layers and it is
possible that unit length resistances and capacitances are different on
different layers. In this case, the fast path algorithm given in Section III
still works. But its running time becomes pseudopolynomial now.

If we can assume that each edge uses the same set of layers in the
routing graph (which is usually true in global routing, since top layers
are generally reserved for global nets), layer assignment can be done
with buffered routing in polynomial time. We first consider the fol-
lowing layer assignment problem.

Problem 3 (Layer Assignment):Given a path (s = v1; v2;
. . . ; vk = t) in G = (V; E), and a set ofm layers each with
a unit length capacitanceci and a unit length resistanceri for
1 � i � m, find a layer assignmenty(vi; vi+1) for each edge
(vi; vi+1) with 1 � i � k � 1 such that the Elmore delay from
s to t is minimized.

First, we observe that for two layersi andj, if ci � cj andri � rj ,
then there is no need to consider layerj, since we can always reassign
edges from layerj to i without increasing the delay. Here, without loss
of generality, we can assumeci < cj andri > rj for all 1 � i < j �
m. It can be shown that an optimal layer assignment has the following
monotone property.

Lemma 2: For any two edges(vi; vi+1) and(vj ; vj+1) such that
1 � i < j � k � 1, if y is an optimal layer assignment, then

y(vi; vi+1) � y(vj ; vj+1):

Proof: To simplify the presentation, we will denote(vi; vi+1)
by ei, for 1 � i � k � 1. Suppose for the seek of contradiction that
y(ei) = a; y(ej) = b anda < b, which meansca < cb andra > rb.
Becausey is an optimal layer assignment, reassigningei from layer
y(ei) = a to layerb could not decrease the delay. Hence, we have the
following inequality:

�D1 = R+

i�1

h=1

l(eh)ry(e ) l(ei)(ca� cb)

+
1

2
l(ei)

2(cara � cbrb) + l(ei)(ra � rb)

� C +

k�1

h=i+1

l(eh)cy(e )

� 0

whereR andC are the driver resistance and load capacitance, respec-
tively.

Fig. 5. Pseudocode of the buffered path with layer assignment algorithm.

Similarly, reassigning(vj ; vj+1) from layery(ej) = b to layera
could not decrease the delay, either. Therefore, we have

�D2 = R+

j�1

h=1

l(eh)ry(e ) l(ej)(cb � ca)

+
1

2
l(ej)

2(cbrb � cara) + l(ej)(rb � ra)

� C +

k�1

h=j+1

l(eh)cy(e )

� 0:

Therefore, we must have(�D1=l(ei))+ (�D2=l(ej)) � 0. But

�D1

l(ei)
+

�D2

l(ej)

= (cb � ca)

j�1

h=i

l(eh)ry(e ) +
1
2
(l(ei)� l(ej))

� (cara � cbrb) + (ra � rb)

j

h=i+1

l(eh)cy(e )

� (cb � ca)l(ei)ra +
1
2
l(ei)(cara � cbrb)

+ 1
2
l(ej)(cbrb � cara) + (ra � rb)l(ej)cb

> (cb � ca)l(ei)ra +
1
2
l(ei)(cara � cbra)

+ 1
2
l(ej)(cbrb � cbra) + (ra � rb)l(ej)cb

= 1
2
(cb � ca)l(ei)ra +

1
2
(ra � rb)l(ej)cb

> 0:

This is a contradiction.
Based on the above property, a candidate configuration can be gen-

erated by separating thek � 1 edges intom groups, and this can be
done by selectingm � 1 positions for the separators. Therefore, the
total number of candidate configurations arem+k�2

m�1
. This also gives

an algorithm to find the optimal layer assignment. In practice, we have
only a small constant number of layers. Therefore, the number of con-
figurations is a low degree polynomial in terms of the number of edges.

Now we can combine layer assignment with buffered path construc-
tion in the fast path algorithm to solve the following problem.

Problem 4 (Buffered Path with Layer Assignment):Given a routing
graphG = (V; E), a set ofm layers with different parasitic char-
acteristics, a buffer libraryB, and two nodess; t 2 V with driver
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

resistanceR and load capacitanceC, find a buffered path with layer
assignment froms to t, that is, a sequence(s = v1; v2; . . . ; vk = t),
a labelingb(vi) 2 B [ f0g for 1 � i � k, and another labeling
1 � y(vi; vi+1) � m for 1 � i � k � 1, such that the Elmore delay
is minimized and the buffer insertion is feasible, that is,b(vi) 2 B )
p(vi) = 1, for 1 � i � k.

In order to include layer assignment in the fast path algorithm, we
add another parametery to represent the layer assigned to the edge
driven by the current node. When adding a new edge, we only assign it
to the layers which observe the property in Lemma 2. The pseudocode
is given as follows, where each partial solution is represented as (ca-
pacitance, delay, buffer, node, layer). The pseudocode is given in Fig. 5.
The running time of the buffered path with layer assignment algorithm
is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 4: The running time of the buffered path with layer
assignment algorithm is upper bounded byO(jBkV jm(jEj +
jBkV j) log jBkV jm).

Sincem as the number of layers is usually a small constant, the
algorithm actually runs in polynomial time.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The technology parameters used in the experiments are based on the
0:18 �m technology predicted by the National Technology Roadmap
of Semiconductors (NTRS) [13]. That is, we have unit length capaci-
tancec0 = 0:21 fF=�m and unit length resistancer0 = 0:29
=�m.
We also set the driver resistance and load capacitance to1 K
 and 1
fF, respectively. The buffer library has only one type of buffer with
rb = 1 K
; cb = 1 fF anddb = 57 ps.

Each problem has a rectangular routing area with height and width
ranging from 10–17 mm. We randomly place some blocks in that
area and also randomly generate two pins in it. The grid we use for
maze routing has 0.1 mm as its unit length. On a machine with a
180-MHz Pentium Pro processor and 64-M memory, the running time
ranges from 14–51 s. In practical designs, not all nets need to be
buffered. Only those critical and global nets need. Usually, the number
of such nets is very small. Thus the running time is practical. As a
comparison, we also implement the traditional method of first finding
a shortest path and then inserting buffers. In Table I, we first report
the dimension of each problem and the number of macro blocks in it.
Then the delays from source to sink and the wire lengths by the two

methods are reported. To make the comparison clear, we also give the
percentage improvements by fast path algorithm over the traditional
approach.

From these experiments, we can see that, with only a minor increase
on wire length, the fast path algorithm can dramatically reduce the
delay.

Since connecting two points is a basic operation in tree construc-
tion, our algorithm can also be used in any routing tree construction
for multiterminal nets, especially those using dynamic programming
approach. For example, we can easily embed the fast path algorithm
into [7] to construct a buffered routing tree with buffer location restric-
tions.
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